WEB DEVELOPMENT WITH SYMFONY 4

BLENDED LEARNING TRAINING PROGRAM

(face-to-face + e-learning)

Goals:
This four day course dedicated to Symfony is the perfect training to master all the fundamental concepts and the most advanced tools of Symfony 4. At the end of this workshop, we guarantee you you’ll be fully autonomous with the Symfony 4 framework and more!

Duration:
- 4 days - 28 hours face-to-face
- 1 month in e-learning

Public: PHP web Developers

Requirements: Mastering OOP in PHP

DISCOVERING THE SYMFONY 4 PROJECT

- General overview of the Symfony 4 project (source code, license, documentation, community, philosophy, ecosystem, etc.)
- Understanding the release cycle of new Symfony versions
- Bootstrapping a new Symfony 4 application project with Composer and Flex
- Taming project files and directory structure
- Installing third party modules (bundles, libraries) with Flex
- Finding help and documentation resources on the Internet
- Understanding the HTTP request / response processing workflow
- Discovering the concept of Symfony environments (development, production and test)
- Developing code according to Symfony coding and naming conventions
- Taming the CLI tool and its numerous useful commands

LEARNING HOW TO DEBUG CODE

- Installing the « Web Profiler » with Symfony Flex
- Enabling errors and incidents logging
- Displaying the « Web Debug Toolbar » on Web pages
- Browsing the « Web Profiler » debugging panels
- Analyzing exceptions stack traces and error messages
- Introspecting a variable contents
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MASTERING THE CONFIGURATION LAYER
- Register new routes definitions (YAML and annotations)
- Constraining routes configuration (HTTP verb, domain name, placeholders, etc.)
- Overloading third party bundles configuration
- Declaring new global configuration parameters
- Extracting sensitive and runtime platform specific global parameters to environment variables
- Understanding the configuration overloading per environment

RESPONDING TO THE CLIENT'S REQUEST
- Developing controller classes and actions methods
- Transforming a request object into a response object
- Mapping URLs to controllers with annotations
- Generating a raw response or from a Twig template
- Accessing the request object to read client's data
- Reading and writing data from/to the user's session
- Generating a 404 response type page
- Redirecting the user to another page with HTTP redirects

GENERATING DYNAMIC WEB PAGES
- Discovering the Twig template engine
- Designing concise and explicit templates
- Accessing Twig templates global variables
- Mastering the Twig grammar (tags, filters, functions, tests, etc.)
- Building more advanced Web pages with template inheritance
- Refactoring duplicated code thanks to template inclusion
- Performing an action and displaying its result from a view
- Generating URL patterns based on registered routes
- Rendering Symfony forms

INTERACTING WITH THE USER THANKS TO FORMS
- Designing and processing simple forms
- Applying validation rules to validate submitted data
- Prototyping the rendering of a form with Twig
- Collecting and processing validated data from a form

INTERNATIONALIZING AND LOCALIZING CONTENTS
- Installing the translation component
- Changing the default application locale
- Defining simple translation keys in Twig views
- Generating translation files skeletons (XLIFF, YAML)
- Translating keys
- Handling translation keys including plural sentences

PERPETUATING THE APPLICATION WITH AUTOMATED TESTS
- Discovering the PHPUnit unit testing framework
- Understanding the pros of automating tests
- Configuring a unit tests suite
- Creating and executing a unit tests suite
- Creating and executing a functional tests suite
- Generating code coverage report

OUTSOURCING THE BUSINESS LOGIC INTO SERVICES
- Understanding the dependency injection principle
- Introducing the Symfony service container
- Listing all existing Symfony framework services
- Registering new business services into the container
- Configuring services with global parameters
- Leveraging the services auto-registration mechanism
- Adapting services configuration manually when needed
SECURING ACCESS TO THE APPLICATION PROTECTED PAGES

- Introduction to authentication and authorization principles
- Securing a Web site with a traditional login form authentication
- Establishing a security policy based on users’ permissions
- Testing the rights of the current user from a controller or view

IMPROVING PERFORMANCE WITH HTTP AND ESI CACHE

- Introduction to the HTTP cache
- Discovering the different types of cache
- Comparing cache policies: expiration versus validation
- Applying page expiration and validation rules
- Hiding dynamic page fragments with ESIs (“Edge Side Includes”)
- Installing and configure the Symfony native reverse proxy

PLATFORM E-LEARNING

*SensioLabs University: 3 ways to success*

- Learn
  - Reports
  - Graphs

- Monitor your progress

- Test yourself
  - Daily quizzes

- Katas
- Acquisition Plan
- Videos
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